The orientation of the heliospheric current sheet predicted from a source surface model is compared with the orientation determined from minimum variance analysis of ISEE-3 magnetic field data at 1 AU near solar maximum. Of the 37 cases analyzed, 28 have minimum variance normals that lie orthogonal to the predicted Parker spiral direction. For these cases, the correlation coefficient between the predicted and measured inclinations is 0.6. However, for the subset of 14 cases for which transient signatures (either interplanetary shocks or bidirectional electrons) are absent, the agreement in inclinations improves dramatically, with a correlation coefficient of 0,96. These results validate not only the use of the source surface model as a predictor but the previously questioned usefulness of minimum variance analysis across complex sector boundaries. In addition, the results imply that interplanetary dynamics have little effect on current sheet inclination at 1 AU. The dependence of the correlation on transient occurrence suggests that the leading edge of a coronal mass ejection (CME), where transient signatures are detected, disrupts the heliospheric current sheet, but that it reforms between the trailing legs of the CME. In this way the global structure of the heliosphere, reflected both in the source surface maps and in the interplanetary sector structure, can be maintained even when the CME occurrence rate is high.
Introduction
The concept of a potential magnetic field model of the corona with a spherical source surface concentric with the sun was introduced by Schatten et al. [1969] and Altschuler and Newkirk [1969] . The model assumes that between the photosphere and the source surface the magnetic field can be described in terms of a scalar potential that satisfies Laplace's equation.
'I'he boundary condition at the source surface is that the field is entirely radial. The inner boundary condition is supplied by almost daily observations of the line-of-sight magnetic field made at the Stanford Solar Observatory. Contour maps of the source surface ileld, which give the orientation of the neutral line, marking the base of the heliospheric current sheet, have been produced by Hoeksema and Scherrer [1 986] for the period 1976 to 1985.
Various studies have tested the source surface model using both other solar observations and measurements of the interplanetary magnetic field. Bruno et al. [1984] found good agreement between the shape and location of the model neutral line in 1976 and 1977 and the maximum brightness curves from K-coronameter observations, They also compared sourcesurface model predictions with the polarity of the interplanetary magnetic field, using observations horn IMP 8 and Helios 1 and 2, at distances less than or equal to 1 AU. For each Barrington rotation the ratio between the number of intervals with a given polarity observed at the spacecraft and the number expected was calculated, An agreement of 79% was found. Hoeksema et al. [1983] made a similar comparison during the period 1978-1982 and found fairly good agreement between the interplanetary magnetic field polarity predicted by the model with that observed near earth. Behannon et al. [1989] compared the model with magnetic -polarity observed by various spacecraft including PVO, Helios, IMP, ISEE-3 and Voyager.
Patterns were found to agree 82% of the time between the model and PVO in the inner heliosphere and 61-64% of the time between the model and Voyagers 1 and 2 in the outer he]iosphere. Since these studies indicate that at 1 AU the source surfi~ce model is a reasonably good predictor of the interplanetary n~agnetic field polarity, which depends on the shape and location of the heliospheric current sheet, we use it here as a predictor of current sheet inclination.
Application of the minimum variance technique [Sonnerup and Cahill, 1967 ] to determine the orientation of the heliospheric current sheet in interplanetary space is complicated by sector boundary structure. Typically the magnetic field is highly variable in magnitude and direction, with a number of directional discontinuities, which may represent multiple current sheets [Crooker et al., 1993] . Even seemingly simple sector boundaries commonly found in lowresolution data may consist of a large number of discontinuities when observed in highresolution. All of these factors complicate both a uniform definition of the sector boundary and selection of the appropriate time interval over which to perform minimum variance analysis. Klein and Burlaga [1980] chose to define the sector boundary as the total region of transition from one polarity state to the other, ignoring the multiple discontinuities. They require that the sector polarity persists for at least two days. On the other hand, Behannon et al. [1981] chose to apply the minimum variance technique to all discontinuities across a sector boundary that separate fields with large angular differences. They found high variability in the inclinations of the discontinuity surfaces, although in azimuth they tend to align with the Parker spiral.
In a case study of a complicated sector boundary crossing, Crooker et al, [ 1993] found a high degree of variability in orientations of the multiple discontinuites, in agreement with
Behannon et al, [1981] . However, minimum variance analysis across the entire region of frequent discontinuities, following Klein and Burlaga [ 1980] , yielded a normal orthogonal to the Parker spiral and inclined exactly orthogonal to the neutral line on the corresponding source surface map. It is this remarkable coincidence which led to the present study. Accordingly, for the purpose of comparing with source surface predictions, we treat the sector boundary on a global scale and apply our minimum variance analysis across the range of major discontinuities, Other case studies that compare minimum variance results to neutral line orientations on coronal maps yield mixed results. 13ehannon et al. [1983] compared minimum variance orientations at Voyager 1 and 2 with coronagraph inclinations. Two cases in the coronagraph data were considered, one vertical and one nearly horizontal. For the vertical case, the orientation from variance analysis of hour averages of the magnetic field data was consistent with the high inclination. But for the horizontal case, minimum variance analysis did not give a low inclination. A similar result was obtained by Villante and Bruno [1982] with Helios 2 observations from early 1976. They found high inclinations with minimum variance analysis when low inclinations characteristic of solar minimum were anticipated. Both Behannon et al. [1983] and Villante and Bruno [1982] attribute their results to highly inclined wrinkles in a current sheet with a low inclination on the global scale, as deduced earlier by Villante et al. [1979] from Helios 2 polarity measurements (see, also, Klein and Burlaga [1980] and Ilurlaga et al. [198 1]) . Since our study is confined to data from the launch of ISEE 3 in August, 1978 , to February, 1980 , we avoid the complications of globally low heliospheric current sheet inclinations during solar minimum.
Our study is the first to compare source-surface model predictions of heliospheric current sheet inclinations with minimum variance determinations from interplanetary data in a systematic way for a large number of cases. Given the assumptions in the source surface model, the complexity of sector boundary structure, and the uncertainties in the minimum variance technique, a null result would not be surprising. However, our decidedly positive result described below uncertainties.
helps put to rest most concerns over the assumptions, complexities, and Analysis
Correlation of model neutral line with interplanetary sector boundaries
From August, 1978 , to February, 1980 , the source surface model predicts 53 sector boundary crossings at ISEE-3. To locate these in the data we used the ISEE-3 solar wind velocity to map the source surface to the sector boundary. Sector boundaries were provisionally identified by 180° changes in the the azimuthal angle of the magnetic field, which tends to lie along the inward (1 35° ) or outward (315° ) Parker spiral direction at 1 AU. Figure 1 shows the hourly averages of this angle over a portion of the interval of this study. To qualify as a correct identification, the dominant polarity of the magnetic field preceding and following the sector boundary was required to persist for a length of time roughly equivalent to that predicted by the model, Of the 53 sector boundary crossings predicted by the model, 38 were unambiguously identified in the magnetic field data at ISEE-3.
Analysis interval selection criteria
We used the following criteria for determining the appropriate minimum variance analysis interval. A polarity of +1 or -1 was assigned to a five-minute average of the magnetic field if it fell within a cone angle of 15° surrounding the inward or outward spiral directions, respectively.
If the magnetic field vector fell outside this cone angle, the polarity was deemed ambiguous and assigned a value of zero. Sector boundaries are characterized by either alternating or ambiguous polarity, where the field does not lie along the spiral direction. The start and stop times of the minimum variance interval were determined by requiring that the entire interval of alternating or ambiguous polarity be included. Minor disruptions in polarity persistence caused by discontinuities shorter than one hour which occurred outside the interval of major polarity changes were not considered to be part of the sector boundary. The magnetic field polarity in panel e shows that a positive polarity interval ceases on day 310 at 2220 U"r, followed by a characteristic alternation between positive, negative and ambiguous polarity after this time until day 311 at 2205 UT. The polarity becomes negative and remains so, with the exception of brief intervals of ambiguous polarity which are not included in the analysis interval. This entire -24 hour interval, shown by the vertical lines, is considered to be part of the sector boundary and is included in the minimum variance analysis interval.
Using the above criteria on the 38 sector boundaries unambiguously identified at ISEE-3, we applied the minimum variance analysis technique to one-minute averages of the magnetic field, unless the intervals were so long as to make the number of data points intractable (>1 000 data points), in which case five-minute averages were used. In addition, we required the eigenvalue ratio Lf13 be greater than two, indicating that the minimum variance ellipsoid was accurate] y determined [Lepping and 13urlaga, 1980] , For one sector boundary this requirement was not met, leaving 37 sector boundaries in the final data set.
The sensitivity of the analysis to the interval length is demonstrated in figure 3 . Fiveminute averages of the x and y components of the magnetic field in geocentric solar ecliptic (GSE) coordinates (where x is toward the sun and z is perpendicular to the ecliptic plane), the field magnitude, the polarity and the azimuthal angle from a sector boundary on days [165] [166] [167] 1979 , are plotted. Two different analysis intervals are used as denoted, The shorter interval (dashed lines) is approximately 8 hours long and contains the major polarity reversal in the magnetic field, which occurs at -0600 UT. The longer interval (solid lines) contains most of the adjacent discontinuities and is significantly longer (>48 hours). Both intervals are reasonable choices for analysis since both include depressed and variable field magnitude, which characterize sector boundaries. The minimum vari ante normals in GS13 coordinates for the shorter and longer intervals are (.57, .55, .64) and (.59, .36, .72 ), corresponding to a difference in inclinations of 100. This example illustrates that a sector boundary with an obviously central polarity change, often treated as a single heliospheric current sheet crossing, yields roughly the same inclination when treated as a thick sector boundary.
Calculation of source surface normal
The orientation of the predicted normals to the heliospheric current sheet were determined graphically from the contour maps of the source surface field [Iloeksema and Scherrer, 1986] .
In GSE coordinates the normal vector on the source surface plots lies in the yz plane. We Results Figure 4 shows the distribution of the angular difference between the nortnal to the source surface model current sheet and the normal determined by minimum variance analysis for all 37 sector boundaries analyzed. Since the comparison is between two vectors in threedirnensional space, the distribution is normalized by solid angle. The result is that nlore than 80% of the cases fall within the 0-20° bin.
Previous studies show that normals to the heliospheric current sheet tend to be oriented along the direction perpendicular to the Parker spiral [Thomas and Smith, 1981] . This is also true for our data set. Figure 5 shows the distribution of the difference between the angle orthogonal to V and the azimuthal angle of the minimum variance normal. The median value is 11.5°, and 28 of the 37 cases fall within 20° of the orthospiral direction. Thus the good agreement in Figure 4 to a large extent reflects the tendency for the current sheet to align with the Parker spiral. Since the main goal is to test for agreement between the predicted and measured inclination angle, I = cos -1 nz, where; is the current sheet normal, we use for further analysis only those cases which align with the Parker spiral. This effectively separates azimuthal from inclination angle agreement and reduces the comparison to two dimensions. Figure 6 shows the distribution of the difference in inclinations for the 28 cases with normals within 20° of the orthospiral direction. The median value is 13°, and 15 of the 28 cases lie within the 0-15° bin. A scatterplot of the 28 predicted and measured inclinations is shown in Figure 7 ; the correlation coefficient is 0.6. To test for the effect of CM13 passage on inclination angle agreement, we separate cases with and without transient signatures which are common at sector boundaries [Crooker et al,, 1993] Figure 10 offers a possible interpretation of the result. It illustrates two successive CMES which arose from a helmet streamer at the base of the streamer belt. Each creates only a brief disruption in the current sheet at the leading edge as it passes through the streamer belt corridor [Crooker et al., 1993] , Anti parallel fields forming the legs of the CME require reformation of the current sheet behind the leading edge. The fields there may be closed, but they are radial, as in the source surface model.
Our analysis shows that transient signatures were encountered during half of the sector boundary crossings and that in these cases agreement between the predicted and measured inclinations declined (r = 0.3). In terms of Figure 10 , this means that the chances of being immersed in the leading edge of a CMF3 at 1 AU while crossing the sector boundary were one in two, so that the streamer belt was filled with a train of CMES, consistent with the high CME rate near solar maximum [Webb, 199 1] , We interpret the reduced correlation coefficient as a reflection of cases where ISEE-3 passed through gap in the current sheet in the leading edge of the CME.
In the interpretation offered here, heliospheric current sheet inclinations and disruptions at 1 AU near solar maximum are both controlled by their solar source rather than interplanetary dynamics. The inclinations are determined by neutral line inclination on source surface maps, and the disruptions are caused by passage of the leading edge of CMES.
Conclusions
At 1 AU near solar maximum, 
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